Animation Pre Visit Activity 2. Types of Animation.
Basic Types of Animation:
1.
• Traditional animation (also called cel animation or hand-drawn animation) was the
process used for most animated films of the 20th century. The individual frames of a
traditionally animated film are photographs of drawings, which are first drawn on paper.
To create the illusion of movement, each drawing differs slightly from the one before it.
The animators' drawings are traced or photocopied onto transparent acetate sheets
called cels, which are filled in with paints in assigned colors or tones on the side opposite
the line drawings. The completed character cels are photographed one-by-one onto
motion picture film against a painted background by a rostrum camera.
2.
• Stop-motion animation is used to describe animation created by physically manipulating
real-world objects and photographing them one frame of film at a time to create the
illusion of movement. There are many different types of stop-motion animation, usually
named after the type of media used to create the animation.
• Puppet animation typically involves stop-motion puppet figures interacting with each
other in a constructed environment, in contrast to the real-world interaction in model
animation. The puppets generally have an armature inside of them to keep them still and
steady as well as constraining them to move at particular joints
• Clay animation, or Plasticine animation often abbreviated as claymation, uses figures
made of clay or a similar malleable material to create stop-motion animation. The figures
may have armature or wire frame inside of them, similar to the related puppet animation
(below), that can be manipulated in order to pose the figures. Alternatively, the figures
may be made entirely of clay, such as in the films of Bruce Brickford where clay
creatures morph into a variety of different shapes.
• Cutout Animation is a type of stop-motion animation produced by moving 2
dimensional pieces of material such as paper or cloth.
• Silhouette animation is a variant of cutout animation in which the characters are backlit
and only visible as silhouettes.
• Model animation refers to stop-motion animation created to interact with and exist as a
part of a live-action world. Intercutting, matte effects, and split screens are often
employed to blend stop-motion characters or objects with live actors and settings.
• Go motion is a variant of model animation which uses various techniques to create
motion blur between frames of film, which is not present in traditional stop-motion. The
technique was invented by Industrial Light & Magic and Phil Tippett to create special
effects scenes for the film The Empire Strikes Back (1980).
• Object animation refers to the use of regular inanimate objects in stop-motion animation,
as opposed to specially created items.
• Graphic animation uses non-drawn flat visual graphic material (photographs, newspaper
clippings, magazines, etc.) which are sometimes manipulated frame-by-frame to create
movement. At other times, the graphics remain stationary, while the stop-motion camera
is moved to create on-screen action.
• Pixilation involves the use of live humans as stop motion characters. This allows for a
number of surreal effects, including disappearances and reappearances, allowing
people to appear to slide across the ground, and other such effects. Examples of
pixilation include The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb and Angry Kid shorts.

• 2D animation figures are created and/or edited on the computer using 2D bitmap
graphics or created and edited using 2D vector graphics. This includes automated
computerized versions of traditional animation techniques such as of, interpolated
morphing, onion skinning and interpolated rotoscoping.
• 2D animation has many applications, including analog computer animation, Flash
animation and PowerPoint animation. Cinemagraphs are still photographs in the form of
an animated GIF file of which part is animated.
• 3D Animation is digitally modeled and manipulated by an animator. In order to
manipulate a mesh, it is given a digital skeletal structure that can be used to control the
mesh. This process is called rigging. Various other techniques can be applied, such as
mathematical functions (ex. gravity, particle simulations), simulated fur or hair, effects
such as fire and water and the use of motion capture to name but a few, these
techniques fall under the category of 3D dynamics. Well-made 3D animations can be
difficult to distinguish from live action and are commonly used as visual effects for recent
movies. Toy Story (1995, USA) is the first feature-length film to be created and rendered
entirely using 3D graphics.(Wikipedia)

In the graphic organiser below name examples of types of animation:

Type

Example

Cell Animation

Akira (Japan 1988),

Stop Motion: Puppet

Coraline (USA 2009),

Stop Motion: Clay

Wallace and Gromit (UK 1989),

Stop Motion: Cutout

South Park (US 1997),

Stop Motion: Silouette

Princes et princesses (France, 2000),

Stop Motion: Model

King Kong (USA, 1933),

Stop Motion: Go Motion

The Empire Strikes Back (USA, 1980),

Stop Motion: Pixalation

The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb (UK,
1993)

2D Animation

Princess and the Frog (USA, 2009),

3D Animation

Toy Story (1995, USA),

